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Jim Bures

This is a sample of the 82 page book called simply “Toon in’...”, a book 
that documents one man’s descent into mental illness only to find hope 
through a firm faith in God. There are three distinct sections of this 
book: descent into madness, Jim’s debacles with a hilarious housemate, 
and cartoons drawn from 2008 to 2013 that detail everyday life living 
with a mental illness, anxiety, hypomania and depression. This book is 
sure to encourage and entertain any person who suffers with a mental 
illness with approachable, non-preachy faith based cartoons about God.

 wrote these cartoons in an attempt to capture his daily life living with 
Bipolar Disorder I. It is his hope that this book will encourage and give hope 
to those struggling with any kind of mental illness. This book would make an 
invaluable contribution to any mental health organization as a part of your library 
or the perfect gift to a family member who is struggling with mental illness.

How to get more info or purchase books:

1) Book details:
  82 pages on high quality 28 lb. paper, black & white
  Spiral bound booklet with quality vinyl covers

2) Purchase details:
  Cost per book is $40
  Shipping per book is $5 for one, $10 for five

3) Contact Jim at jim.bures@hotmail.com for more details.
  We accept checks or credit cards via Paypal
  Delivery within two weeks of payment

To view more cartoons, or to subscribe to
our free newsletter, please visit:

Thank you very much!
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Written and drawn by Jim Bures.
Published by All for the Lord.

Special thanks to Dan Jorczak.

Toon in’... ©2013 Jim Bures.

Without Walls ©2013 Juliana Benitez.

All rights reserved.

Permission to duplicate materials from Toon in’... books 
and websites must be obtained by Jim Bures in writing.

Permission to quote or reproduce for reviews and notices 
must be obtained in writing from Jim Bures.

All for the Lord, P.O. Box 96, Still River, MA 01467
www.toonin.com, www.jimbures.com, 
www.AllfortheLord.com

Printed in U.S.A.

Toon in’...
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